Thursday October 19, 2017 | 8:30 AM - 11:45 AM | Grand Salon | 2nd Floor | 20 Toronto Street | Toronto
Are you interested in what blockchain technology is, emerging use cases and what it means for your business and industry? Blockchain in
its most basic terms is a new and evolving digital form of immutable shared record keeping. Every organization has diﬀerent requirements
and needs for blockchain and distributed ledgers – however there are some key use cases emerging which will be applied across multiple
industries. From ﬁnancial record keeping to documenting smart contracts and performing asset or shipment tracking, the possibilities are
continually evolving. This breakfast event will educate attendees about the near-and medium-term capabilities of blockchain systems,
focusing on real world business applications across a multitude of industries, while addressing the following questions:
How is a blockchain or distributed ledger built and how does it function?
What are the beneﬁts of a public shared ledger vs. private? Who can use it and how can my business leverage and apply the
technology?
Which industries are expected to see the greatest impact? What are the key use cases?
What do organizations need to consider when developing their own blockchain process or strategy?
Who are the innovators driving awareness and early adoption? What are the drivers impacting investment and growth?
How can my business leverage blockchain technology and what should I focus on?
IDC and other industry experts will explore how enterprises can apply blockchain and distributed ledgers to your business to build a
competitive edge. We will highlight use cases across industries, beyond Financial Services to discover the potential for this
technology, what beneﬁts it can bring to early adopters, and its longer term transformative impact across several industry sectors.
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8:00 - 8:30 AM

REGISTRATION & BREAKFAST

8:30 - 8:40 AM

OPENING COMMENTS
Robert Watson | President - ITAC
Lars Goransson | GM & Group Vice President - IDC Canada

8:40 - 9:25 AM

BLOCKCHAIN - SEIZING THE OPPORTUNITIES IN DISTRIBUTED LEDGER TECHNOLOGY

Bill Fearnley | Research Director, Worldwide Blockchain Strategies, IDC
Blockchain and distributed ledger technology (DLT) are rapidly gaining momentum across
Canadian industries to help ﬁrms innovate, grow revenue, lower costs, and improve
compliance programs and ﬁrm liquidity. Many organizations are currently running pilots and
proof-of-concept (POC) projects that look at how blocckchain can improve record keeping,
compliance and the transfer of value in physical and digital goods. IDC's Bill Fearnley will
examine current industry trends, early adopters, and use cases, while explaining how
organizations can change the way data is shared with customers and other ﬁrms, leveraging
data stored on shared ledgers.

9:25 - 9:55 AM

BLOCKCHAIN EXPLAINED: AN INTRODUCTION TO BLOCKCHAIN FOR BUSINESS

Peter Patterson| Canada Blockchain Lead - IBM
The session will highlight the following objectives: What is blockchain? Why is it relevant for
your business, and how can you apply blockchain? Viewed as both an opportunity and a
threat, blockchain technology is allowing your business to reimagine business networks and
the fundamental ways they exchange value and information. This session will help industry
leaders who are responsible for creating new business models for their organization,
reducing costs, improving eﬃciency, reducing risks, and ensuring security of vital business
processes/operations understand the basics of blockchain. In addition, you'll learn how you
can apply blockchain to your organization with relevant use cases and real world stories.

Nov 15 | Toronto

9:55 - 10:25 AM

NETWORKING BREAK
Network with peers and enjoy some light snacks and refreshments.

10:25 - 10:55 AM

THE CASE FOR ETHEREUM
Victor Wong | Co-founder & CEO - BlockApps
Ethereum is a decentralized blockchain platform that supoprts smart contracts that can execute
themselves automatically without third party interference. Ethereum uses blockchain to record
and verify transactions and enables the automation of diﬀerent type of things, including ﬁnancial
contracts and identity management. In this session BlockApps CEO Victor Wong will
demonstrate how ethereum blockchain can be used for three main purposes: crypto-currency
transactions, intra-company consortiums where individuals in one industry collaborate, and
inter-company use cases, where organizations look to solve problems in diﬀerent departments
or regions.

10:55 - 11:40 AM
MODERATOR:
PANELISTS:

BLOCKCHAIN PANEL DISCUSSION
Bill Fearnley | Research Director, Worldwide Blockchain Strategies - IDC
Peter Patterson | Canada Blockchain Lead - IBM
Victor Wong | Co-founder and CEO - BlockApps
Stewart Bond| Research Director, Data Integration Software - IDC
Eric Swedersky | SVP Delivery and Public Sector - SecureKey
As we begin to explore the evolving possibilities of blockchain, join us for an interactive panel
discussion with the leaders from SecureKey, BlockApps and IBM. There will be oportunities for
Q&A between the audience and panelists.

11:40 AM

Closing Comments
Lars Goransson | GM & Group Vice President - IDC Canada

